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Abstract. Recent work on Authorship Attribution (AA) proposes the use of meta
characteristics to train author models. The meta characteristics are orthogonal sets
of similarity relations between the features from the different candidate authors.
In that approach, the features are grouped and processed separately according
to the type of information they encode, the so called linguistic modalities. For
instance, the syntactic, stylistic and semantic features are each considered differ-
ent modalities as they represent different aspects of the texts. The assumption is
that the independent extraction of meta characteristics results in more informative
feature vectors, that in turn result in higher accuracies. In this paper we set out
to the task of studying the empirical value of this modality specific process. We
experimented with different ways of generating the meta characteristics on differ-
ent data sets with different numbers of authors and genres. Our results show that
by extracting the meta characteristics from splitting features by their linguistic
dimension we achieve consistent improvement of prediction accuracy.
1 Introduction and Background
Authorship Attribution (AA) is the task of identifying the author of a given anonymous
text, or a text whose authorship is in doubt. Although the authorship attribution task is
often solved as a multi-class, single-label text categorization task, the purpose of AA is
to model each author’s writing style rather than modeling thematic content of the avail-
able documents, as in the case of the typical text classification task. There are many
relevant applications of AA in Forensic Linguistics. For instance, AA can help fight
spam filtering [26], cyber bullying, and other forms of cyber crime (e.g., identifying
authors of malicious code, or potential pedophiles). Other applications include plagia-
rism detection [22], author recognition of a given program [7], and web information
management.
As described in the Stamatatos survey [23], there are two main frameworks that
have been successfully used in the relevant literature: the profile-based approach, and
the standard machine learning one. Both of them assume the availability of some num-
ber of documents with known authorship that can be used to build the models. In a
profile based approach, all documents from the same author in the training set are con-
catenated. Then profiles are created for each author by extracting several features from
these merged files. These approaches rely mostly on low level features, such as charac-
ter n-grams. To predict authorship of a new document, a similarity score between the
new document and each author profile needs to be computed. The document will then
be assigned to the author whose profile yields the highest similarity score. Because the
similarity between the test document and the profiles is computed independently for
each author, this approach allows to use profile-specific features. Typically the features
are selected based on their frequency of appearance in the profile. Examples of a profile
based approach include [10, 20, 11].
In contrast, machine learning approaches to AA use a feature vector representation
where each single document from the training set is represented individually by the
same set of features. The feature vectors are then used to train a machine learning
algorithm. These feature vectors are usually a varied combination of lexical, character,
and syntactic features such as average word length, average sentence length, content
words, function words, word n-grams, character n-grams, and parts-of-speech (POS)
n-grams. Recent approaches have reported good prediction performance for this task
using Support Vector Machines [6], memory based learners [13, 14], and Probabilistic
Context Free Grammars [17].
In a recent work, Solorio et al. [19] proposed an AA approach that explicitly exploits
the differences in the nature of the features representing the documents to generate
informative meta features. The key assumption in their work is that by breaking down
the document representation into a set of orthogonal dimensions4, meaningful similarity
patterns among authors could emerge. Then these similarity patterns can be exploited by
the machine learning algorithms to boost authorship prediction accuracy. This approach
is loosely related to well known machine learning approaches, such as the co-training
algorithm by Blum and Mitchell [3] where two classifiers are trained on different views
of the data. However, the goal of having different views of the data in Solorio et al.’s
work is to extract disjoint similarity relations among the instances from different classes
and not to train classifiers on disjoint subsets of features.
In this paper we set out to investigate the value of extracting the meta features fol-
lowing the framework proposed by [19]. The main contribution of this paper is the
empirical evidence gathered that shows we can model the writeprint of authors by com-
bining standard lexical and stylistic features with modality specific similarity relations
among the writing preferences of different authors. Although the idea of these meta
features was proposed by previous work, the empirical evaluation was done on a single
corpus and with a single train/test partition of the data. Moreover, the authors in that
paper left an important question unanswered: Is the notion of linguistic modalities re-
ally needed? In other words, similarity relations from disjoint sets of features seem to
help boost prediction accuracy. Do we need to partition the feature set by their linguistic
nature, or is it sufficient to just partition this set randomly? Because the implications of
these questions are relevant to explore a more general application of this approach, we
consider necessary to search for answers and report our findings. This study presents
the first statistically significant results supporting the need for linguistic modalities in
several datasets using a cross validation setting. We also report on results of experi-
4 We use the term orthogonal loosely in this paper to refer to sets of features that are coming
from different linguistic dimensions and that are disjoint from one another.
ments that allow for a direct comparison with state-of-the-art AA approaches. New in
this paper is also a study of the individual modalities that are being used. In sum, we
aim to provide a better understanding of the value of adding the meta characteristics to
the representation of documents in the AA task.
2 Document Representation
Following the formulation in [19], we exploit the notion of linguistic modalities, where
each linguistic modality refers to a set of features representing different aspects of
the text. For instance, features related to syntax are considered a different modality
from features related to semantics. Therefore, rather than representing each instance
directly by a feature vector x, we represent it by a set of M smaller feature vectors
{x1, x2..., xm}, where m = |M |, the number of modalities, and xi is the feature vec-
tor in modality i. The combination (union) of these smaller vectors (sub-vectors) forms
the single feature vector representation of the instance in the standard scenario. We call
this set of vectors first level features (FLF) following the same convention as in [19].
After the extraction of FLF we proceed with the generation of modality specific meta
features (MSMF) as follows:
1. The first step in this meta feature extraction is the unsupervised clustering of all
the feature vectors in the training set belonging to the same modality. We do this
for each modality in the training set, which results in k clusters per modality, i.e.,
m× k total clusters. Because the training instances are clustered by modality, each
modality will have its own clustering solution.
2. For each ith clustering solution, we compute the centroid of each cluster ci,j by
averaging the feature vectors belonging to that cluster.
3. For each document, from the training and testing sets, we compute its similarity to
the centroids of each cluster using the cosine similarity function. These similarity
scores are the meta features.
As meta features are calculated on a modality basis, each modality gives us as many
meta features as the number of clusters in that modality. Each sub-vector of FLF, xi, has
a corresponding meta feature vector x′i with the length equal to the number of clusters k
in the given modality. We use same k for each modality, therefore, m× k meta features
are extracted from m modalities. All FLF and meta features are joined (concatenated)
into a single feature vector that is used to train a machine learning algorithm. In Fig-
ure 1 we show a graphical representation of the computation of MSMF. In that figure,
{csty,1..csty,k} are k clusters formed from the stylistic feature vectors, and likewise,
{csyn,1..csyn,k} are k clusters formed from the syntactic feature vectors. The stylistic
meta feature vectors x′sty = {x′sty,1..x′sty,k} and syntactic meta feature vectors x′syn
= {x′syn,1..x′syn,k} are formed after computing the cosine similarity of the document
instance to the cluster centroid on their own modality. xp(sty) and xp(syn) are vector
representations of each instance in the Stylistic and Syntactic modality, respectively.
In this work we consider four different types of feature groups –stylistic, lexical,
perplexity values from character level n-gram language models, and syntactic features,
for a total of four modalities (m = 4). It is worth noting that the notion of linguistic
Fig. 1. Diagram showing the computation of modality specific meta features from two modalities:
Stylistic (sty) and Syntactic (syn).
modalities as used in this and previous work has a connection with the notion of lin-
guistic dimensions defined by Biber’s work on genre analysis [2]. The contrast is at the
level of abstraction. Biber’s dimensions define a set of features common at a discourse
level, while in this work linguistic modalities refer to different lower levels of analysis.
Note that since no class information is used during the clustering process, the MSMF
approach is clearly different from other well studied methods for reducing data dimen-
sionality [1, 18, 4]. The goal of the clustering step, in our AA framework, is to generate
new meaningful features. The clustering allows us to generate similarity patterns from
the posts of different authors on individual modalities. Some authors use the emoticons
in a similar way, while some share the use of punctuations marks. We believe that the
encoding of these similarities in the meta features complements the information pro-
vided by the first level features to the machine learning algorithm.
2.1 Features
The FLF features used in our work are refinement (addition and modification) of [19].
The final list of features is shown in Table 1. The first column shows how these features
are categorized by the type of information they are extracting from the document. The
first modality (Stylistic) tries to capture writing choices that reflect authors preferences
and thus contains features related to the use of punctuation marks, length of sentences,
and use of contractions, among others. The Syntactic modality focuses on the gram-
matical patterns of the authors. It includes n-grams from POS tags and bag of syntactic
relations. In the Semantic modality the goal is to capture the topic/author correlation,
as well as the information related to word choices for each author. This modality then
uses the standard bag of words representation used in text classification tasks where
stop words are removed from the documents before generating the feature vectors. The
last modality (Perplexity) contains perplexity values from language models. We train
one language model per author. We expect that perplexity scores will be lower for the
documents belonging to the corresponding author’s model, similar to the intuition in
[17] of using probabilistic context free grammars. We trained character-level 4-gram
language models for each author in the training set. Then we compute the perplexity
values for each document in a leave-one-out setting.
There are some differences between the final feature set used in our work and that
used by Solorio et al. (2011). We added new features in the Stylistic modality: total
number of sentences, percentage of words without a vowel, number of balanced paren-
thesis, and number of tokens containing at least one capital letter. We also modified
the feature for the use of quotations in the same Stylistic modality. Instead of having
a binary feature we use here the total number of quotations. Because several datasets
are coming from social media, we thought vowel-less words would be a common fea-
ture and might improve the performance. The features such as number of sentences
have been successfully used in previous research. The goal is to distinguish authors
that produce long and wordy documents from those that tend to be more succinct. For
the Perplexity modality, we used higher order language models, 4-grams, instead of 3-
grams. Character 4-grams have been successfully used for AA tasks and in our case, we
believe that 4-grams allow us to better capture not only patterns from the endings of the
words but also the lemmas of the words as well as patterns about the use of functional
words. Features that are different in this paper are highlighted in Table 1.
Table 1. First level features used in the representation of documents for the AA task. The ‘+’
after a feature indicates new features not present in previous work. The ‘*’ indicates a modified
feature.
Modality First Level Features (FLF)
Stylistic
Total number of sentences+
Average number of tokens per sentence
Percentage of words without vowel+
Average number of punctuations per sentence
Percentage of contractions
Total number of balanced parenthesis+
Percentage of two consecutive punctuation marks
Percentage of three consecutive punctuation marks
Total number of alphabetic characters
Average number of tokens with at least a capitalized letter per sentence+
Toal number of sentence initial words with first letter capitalized
Total number of quotations*
Syntactic
Top 1000 POS tag unigrams
Top 1000 POS tag bigrams
Top 1000 POS tag trigrams
Top 1000 Grammatical relations from the dependency parses
Semantic Top 1000 bag-of-words
Perplexity All the perplexity values from character 4-grams*
3 Data Sets
We tried to consider a collection of test sets with varied challenging characteristics to
provide a more comprehensive data that will also allow us to benchmark our results.
We selected three collections used by state-of-the-art approaches to AA. Table 2 shows
several statistics of the different data sets. The first collection is from Solorio et al.
(2011) [19]. This collection consists of five datasets with a different number of authors
taken from forums of The Chronicle of Higher Education (CHE). As shown in Table 2,
this data set contains very short documents (∼6 sentences per post), which imposes an
interesting challenge for the AA task. Another important characteristic of this data set
is the imbalanced distribution of documents per author. In the data sets with 20, 50 and
100, there are some authors that are heavily represented and some for which only a few
documents are available. This setting is closer to what one would expect to see in real
world scenarios, since we cannot control how much each user interacts on the forum.
However the nice characteristic about this collection is that all posts are coming from
the same topic. We expect this will reduce the chances of having a strong topic/author
correlation that will be reflected in the value of the Semantic modality.
Another collection is from Raghavan et al. (2010) [17]. They collected five datasets
from material downloaded from the Internet. Four of them contain news articles on
topics related to Business, Travel, Football, and Cricket. The fifth data set contains
poems from the Project Gutenberg website5. We chose Raghavan et al.’s collection
because it contains data from different topics and different genres, and because we can
do a direct comparison with their results. The datasets in this collection have a varied
number of authors ranging from 3 to 6.
The last collection is the CCAT topic class, a subset of the Reuters Corpus Volume 1
[12]. This collection was not gathered for the goal of doing authorship analysis studies.
But the common use of this data set in previous studies provides a unique opportunity
to benchmark our results. Previous work has reported results for AA with 10 and 50
authors [21, 16, 6] and we follow this lead to experiment as well with 10 and 50 authors.
We do not expect to have a single best approach that outperforms all other results in
such a diverse collection of benchmark data. The goal is to study whether the benefit of
using linguistic modality framework generalizes to different datasets, and to try to tease
apart how different modalities have varied performance accross collections.
4 Experiments
In this paper we report results that are the overall average accuracy from 5-fold cross-
validation, along with the statistical significance of our results. But to provide a one to
one reference for comparison, we also performed experiments with the fixed train/test
partitions used in state-of-the-art systems whenever this information was available.
We used support vector machines (SVMs) implemented in Weka [27] with default
parameters as the underlying classifier. For the Syntactic modality, the POS tags were
generated by the Stanford tagger [25]. We used the Stanford parser to generate the
5 http://www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Main_Page
Table 2. Some statistics, including distribution of the documents across authors, from the collec-
tions we used in our AA experiments. Figures shown in Columns 3 and 4 are averages over the
entire collection. min shows the minimum number of documents for any single author and max
shows the maximum number of documents belonging to a single author.
dataset #auth #words/doc # sent/doc min #docs max #docs #docs
CHE 5 75.88 6.26 434 693 2,889
CHE 10 78.24 6.82 321 914 5,579
CHE 20 84.60 7.20 173 1,369 9,779
CHE 50 79.27 6.86 33 2,369 15,543
CHE 100 79.89 6.89 6 2,369 16,171
Football 3 877.00 44.00 31 34 97
Business 6 827.00 40.00 25 30 175
Travel 4 908.00 40.00 37 45 172
Cricket 4 978.00 50.00 30 48 158
Poetry 6 271.00 13.00 19 56 200
CCAT 10 507.24 21.07 100 100 1,000
CCAT 50 505.65 21.54 100 100 5,000
dependency parsers [15]. The SRILM toolkit [24] was used to train the character 4-
gram language models. The clustering of the FLF on modality basis was done using
CLUTO [9]’s vculster clustering program with parameter clmethod = rbr.
We performed a set of experiments designed to answer the question posed in Sec-
tion 1: Is the notion of linguistic modalities really needed? To answer this question
we run experiments where instead of fragmenting the FLF by linguistic modality, we
randomly generate m subsets of FLF, simulating “random modality meta features”
(RMMF). Then we compare results of this approach against generating meta features
by linguistic modality, as described in Section 2. For the sake of completeness we also
show figures for using only the FLF to train the machine learning algorithm.
The results for all the datasets are presented in Table 3. In 10 out of the 12 datasets
the approach using the modality specific meta features in combination with first level
features (MSMF+FLF) yields the best results. This was expected since previous work
showed this combination to be the best setting in the CHE dataset. The results on addi-
tional datasets show the consistency of the approach.
The table also highlights the results that are statistically significant with a 95% con-
fidence level using a two-tailed t-test. All the results, with the exception of the Cricket
dataset, show the differences between randomly splitting the feature set and using the
notion of linguistic modality to be statistically significant. From these results we can
conclude that the boost in accuracy results from the discriminative power of the orthog-
onal similarities extracted, and not because of a simple decomposition of the feature
vector into disjoint subvectors.
There is also a notable difference between the margin of increase in accuracy among
the different collections. It seems the CHE collection benefits the most out of the
MSMF+FLF setting. There are two possible reasons for this, document length and num-
ber of authors. On average, the CHE posts have a length of 80 words and≈ 7 sentences,
while all other datasets have as much as 8 times more tokens and sentences (see Table 2)
Table 3. Accuracies on 12 datasets from 3 different collections used in previous work for AA.
Each column shows accuracies for different feature sets: FLF, Randomized Modality Meta Fea-
tures combined with FLF (RMMF+FLF), and MSMF combined with FLF (MSMF+FLF). Sta-
tistical significance between RMMF+FLF and MSMF+FLF, using a two-tailed t-test, is marked
with ∗. Similarly, differences between FLF and MSMF+FLF that are statistically significant are
noted with [. Gain is given by 100(Col5 - Col3)/Col3.
dataset #auth FLF RMMF+FLF MSMF+FLF Gain(%)
CHE 5 72.24 71.86 79.00∗[ +9.36
CHE 10 71.04 70.56 76.07∗[ +7.07
CHE 20 65.94 64.35 71.79∗[ +8.88
CHE 50 57.92 56.31 65.09∗[ +12.39
CHE 100 55.53 52.10 63.50∗[ +14.35
Football 3 89.30 88.35 92.75∗ +3.41
Business 6 86.66 83.05 86.29∗ -0.66
Travel 4 83.84 81.46 86.70∗ +3.41
Cricket 4 96.20 93.23 95.59 -0.63
Poetry 6 64.27 63.05 78.29∗[ +21.81
CCAT 10 83.50 80.5 84.20∗ +0.83
CCAT 50 74.42 69.06 76.12∗[ +2.28
per document. It is possible that for documents like the ones on the CHE collection, the
FLF do not carry enough information for accurate classification due to the short length
of these posts, and therefore there is much more to gain from the meta features. This
is also supported by the larger increase in accuracy with the MSMF+FLF approach for
the Poetry dataset, which is the one with shorter documents from Raghavan et al.’s
collection.
But another possible reason why the MSMF+FLF yields higher gains in accuracy
could be the number of authors. In a small pool of authors the potential relationships
that can emerge from comparing writing styles is limited. In a sufficiently large pool of
authors it is clear that there are many more possible combinations, and it is more likely
that some of the authors will share writing styles in specific dimensions with different
authors. The meta features in such a setting will then carry new and more discriminative
value than in the setting with a small number of authors.
To allow a comparison with state-of-the-art approaches we run additional experi-
ments using the same train/test partitions as those reported on recent work. It should be
noted that the figures we report for each data set and existing approaches are the high-
est accuracies we found on those papers. These results are shown in Table 4. It is clear
that the MSMF+FLF approach is competitive across the different collections, reaching
very similar results to those reported earlier, and in some cases outperforming previous
approaches.
5 Analysis of Results
The previous section presented interesting results on different AA tasks where the no-
tion of linguistic modalities and a framework designed to exploit similarity scores in
Table 4. Benchmark comparison with recent AA approaches using the same collections and on
the same train/test partitions. The numbers in parenthesis show our results from the 5-fold cross-
validation setting. For each dataset, bold figure represents the best performance.
dataset #auth MSMF+FLF (5fcv) Benchmark Comparison
CHE 5 74.30 (79.00) 75.47 [19]
CHE 10 77.96 (76.07) 77.38 [19]
CHE 20 72.48 (71.79) 71.42 [19]
CHE 50 67.00 (65.09) 63.79 [19]
CHE 100 63.61 (63.50) 62.10 [19]
Football 3 91.11 (92.75)
93.34 CNG-WPI [5]
91.11 PCFG-E [17]
Business 6 86.66 (86.29)
91.11 PCFG-E [17]
80.00 CNG-WPI [5]
Travel 4 90.00 (86.70)
91.67 PCFG-E [17]
73.33 CNG-WPI [5]
Cricket 4 91.11 (95.59)
95.00 PCFG-E [17]
90.00 CNG-WPI [5]
Poetry 6 63.63 (78.29)
87.27 PCFG-E [17]
85.45 CNG-WPI [5]
CCAT 10 78.80 (84.20)
86.4 BOLH Diffusion Kernel [6]
79.40 Char n-grams SVM [21]
78.00 STM-Asymmetric cross [16]
73.60 CNG-WPI [5]
CCAT 50 69.48 (76.12) 74.04 Char n-grams SVM [8]
a modality specific way yields higher prediction rates than simply using the first level
features. We run and analysed an additional set of experiments to explore how much
these linguistic modalities are contributing to the models.
Table 5 shows the results on training a SVM using a single modality at a time. In
this set of experiments we used the single train/test partition as that used in previous
work, and in the results reported in Table 4. These results clearly show that the different
characteristics of the data sets have a notable effect on the usefulness of the different
linguistic modalities. The Stylistic modality has a considerable contribution to the final
classification for all the CHE datasets, and is the one with one of the lowest accuracies
for all other data sets. This was somewhat expected as several of the stylistic features
in that set were crafted in [19] with web forum data as the focus. If we go back to the
description of the features (see Table 1), we can easily identify some of the stylistic
features that are most likely to not carry any discriminative value for the other data sets,
such as the ones related to punctuation marks and capitalization information, as these
other data sets have a very uniform pattern for them.
For the Semantic modality we have a different result. In the CHE collection, this
modality was the second best one in accuracy, but in the CCAT collection this modality
reached the highest accuracy. We believe this is a good indication that in this data set
there is a stronger correlation between the topic of the document and the authors. Sim-
ilarly, there seems to be a strong author/topic effect in the Raghavan et al.’s collection,
Table 5. Comparison on accuracies obtained by individual modalities on various datasets. For
each dataset, the bold figure indicates the accuracy of the best modality obtained by the best
feature set (one of the three feature sets: FLF, MSMF, and MSMF+FLF).
Dataset #Author Feature Set ModalitySemantic Perplexity Syntactic Stylistic
CHE 5
MSMF 38.02 23.95 34.89 54.86
FLF 45.86 16.36 36.42 59.44
MSMF+FLF 46.40 41.09 36.87 65.11
CHE 10
MSMF 30.75 40.73 23.02 60.70
FLF 45.86 16.36 36.42 60.70
MSMF+FLF 46.40 40.64 36.87 65.10
CHE 20
MSMF 31.46 14.73 22.17 56.05
FLF 39.01 14.06 30.13 52.92
MSMF+FLF 39.83 14.88 29.67 60.42
CHE 50
MSMF 30.50 15.57 19.68 51.45
FLF 35.36 15.34 25.38 45.88
MSMF+FLF 37.07 15.54 25.35 54.04
CHE 100
MSMF 31.21 14.84 20.72 50.93
FLF 32.46 14.84 23.70 45.27
MSMF+FLF 32.87 15.02 24.20 52.09
Football 3
MSMF 80.00 75.55 60.00 44.44
FLF 86.66 91.11 82.22 64.44
MSMF+FLF 86.66 77.77 82.22 73.33
Business 6
MSMF 73.33 77.77 40.00 32.22
FLF 80.00 63.33 73.33 57.77
MSMF+FLF 80.00 83.33 73.33 53.33
Travel 4
MSMF 80.00 86.66 36.66 35.00
FLF 76.66 76.66 81.66 43.33
MSMF+FLF 76.66 85.00 81.66 46.66
Cricket 4
MSMF 73.33 91.66 58.33 63.33
FLF 80.00 61.66 90.00 66.66
MSMF+FLF 80.00 91.66 91.66 80.00
Poetry 6
MSMF 40.00 80.00 27.27 18.18
FLF 34.54 52.72 40.00 18.18
MSMF+FLF 34.54 78.18 43.63 20.00
CCAT 10
MSMF 68.40 68.60 28.80 24.60
FLF 74.80 51.00 74.00 33.20
MSMF+FLF 76.00 69.60 73.60 31.80
CCAT 50
MSMF 57.92 56.92 15.96 13.28
FLF 62.76 34.00 55.20 10.96
MSMF+FLF 66.08 57.56 55.36 14.60
as the results from this modality are among the highest ones. This could also explain
why their PCFG-E approach gave the best results in those data sets as the use of lexical
features that carry the semantic content could help boost accuracy of their system.
The results on the Syntactic modality seem to indicate a correlation with document
length. This modality yields some of the lowest results for those data sets with shorter
documents. Overall, these features seem to have a limited contribution to identify au-
thors for the CHE collection, the one with the shortest documents. In the Raghavan
et al.’s collection, the data sets with longer documents have higher accuracies when
the SVM is trained on only these features. The datasets Football, Business, Travel and
Cricket yield accuracies higher than 70% when using the Syntactic modality. But for the
Poetry dataset this same modality reached an accuracy of 40% in the best case. This
latter dataset has an average of 250 words per document, while the former datasets have
between 800 and a little over 950 words (see Table 2). Another plausible explanation
for these results can be the genre of the datasets. In the CHE datasets there could be
a lot of noise in the parser output because of the spontaneity and casual writing style.
Although since it is a forum tied to academe, the level of noise from typos, emoticons,
abbreviations and slang is not as high as in a typical web forum. In the Poetry dataset it
is possible that the format from the prose in there can cause the syntactic analysers to
break and output noisy tags and parses.
The same document length effect can be observed in the Perplexity modality. Over-
all, higher accuracies can be seen for datasets with longer documents (CCAT collection
and Raghavan et al.’s Football, Business, Cricket, and Travel data sets). Since we are
using character 4-grams, there will be some semantic content included here. It is likely
too that this is also playing a role in reaching better results for collections that were not
deliberately controlled for topic.
In summary, the differences in accuracy reached by the individual modalities indi-
cate that the genre of the documents should guide the selection of features for building
the models. For the MSMF approach studied here this conclusion motivates the need
for a more sophisticated way to combine the features from the individual modalities. It
is possible that higher overall results could be attained if we allow the more discrimi-
native modalities to have a higher weight than other less meaningful modalities in the
final author models. A framework like this must be adaptable to the peculiarities of the
target datasets and this could be reached with the help of a validation set where such
parameters could be fine tuned.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we set out to the task of investigating the empirical value of extracting
orthogonal similarity patterns in authors writing style to improve AA accuracy. Most
approaches rely on finding distinguishable markers in each author’s writing style to
perform the task, whereas this approach explicitly exploits the notion that authors share
writing patterns across specific linguistic dimensions. This idea has been explored by
previous work, but without a comprehensive evaluation across different datasets, a one
to one comparison with state-of-the-art approaches, and without a necessary compar-
ison with a random generation of linguistic dimensions. The sets of experiments re-
ported here resolve those remaining questions. Our findings show this is a competitive
AA framework that seems to be especially useful for datasets with larger number of
authors and shorter documents.
The findings from this work also underscore the need for a better modelling of the
genre for the AA task. Our results show that significant differences can be attained
by the linguistic modalities depending on the nature of the documents. Therefore, a
promising line for future work concerns the investigation of an adaptable model where
the meta features from different linguistic dimensions will have different weights on the
final decisions to reflect their discriminative value.
One of the trends identified in our experimental results refers to observing higher
gains in accuracy when adding the modality specific meta features when the number
of candidate authors increases. This trend was consistent for all but one of the CHE
datasets and both of the datasets from the CCAT collection. It indicates the possibility
that the differences in the writeprint of authors reach the ceiling of their discriminative
power as the number of candidate authors increases. At the same time, the richer set
of authors allows to extract more powerful similarity coefficients when following the
modality specific framework. Further experiments are needed to support this claim and
we plan to focus on this in the coming months.
It is possible that the notion of orthogonal similarity patterns could be useful in
other classification tasks beyond authorship analysis. One potential task is genre clas-
sification. Clearly there must be several similarities between different genres across
different dimensions. Some genres share stylistic features, consider data from social
media, while some others share a different set of modalities, Semantic or Syntactic. It
is then possible that a MSMF approach could yield competitive results.
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